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STEP Africa is a private volunteer organization in northern Tanzania, which
is under German-Tanzanian leadership. Together with our volunteers, we
support projects in the areas of education, social affairs and medicine.
Our entire team is on site to ensure the best possible support for our volunteers and communication with the projects.

All of our projects are located in and around the city of Arusha in northern
Tanzania, East Africa. Arusha is the third largest city in Tanzania and plays
an important role both politically and economically (keyword: safari tourism).
Many large and small non-governmental
organizations are based in Arusha. Tanzania is one of the safest travel destinations
in Africa and is also one of the most beautiful and diverse countries on the African
continent in terms of landscape and culture.
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All of our volunteers live in our cozy volunteer house near Arusha. The
hostel is in a quiet location, yet central. Volunteers sleep in shared rooms,
there are also two private double rooms, a large common room, outdoor
seating areas, several bathrooms and a large kitchen. Our house mums prepare a typical Tanzanian breakfast and dinner from Monday to Friday, on the
weekends there is self-catering, whereby the kitchen can be used. The office
of our manager and volunteer supervisor is also on the hostel site, so you
almost always have a team member available as a contact.

Purpose and goals of volunteering:
•

intercultural learning / immersing yourself in an unknown culture

•

help and support for the project "on a small scale"

•

act as ambassador for his project upon return

•

observe and understand

•

gather personal and professional experience

•

STEP Africa assignments are recognized as internships by
many universities (including nursing internships)
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•

sufficient knowledge of English for everyday communication, hostel
and project (knowledge of Swahili is not needed)

•

understanding the meaning, goals and limits of volunteering

•

high motivation and commitment

•

reliability

•

criminal record certificate

•

minimum age of 17 years (with declaration of consent)

•

minimum stay of 2 weeks

We work with smaller organizations and facilities in Arusha. These include
daycare facilities for children, a baby nursery, schools, clinics and
an animal protection organization. We make sure that the projects make
a meaningful contribution to development in Tanzania and appreciate the
holistic value of volunteering.
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We encourage our volunteers to collect additional donations for their projects and are there to help and advise. In addition, we always support our
projects financially from parts of our income. Due to their many years of
experience, the team members of STEP Africa often take on an advisory role
in the projects.

Many high school graduates and students choose to volunteer or do an
internship in Tanzania. Often, however, we also have working people and
pensioners with us who want to get involved in social work for a few weeks
or months. Most of our volunteers come from German-speaking countries,
i.e. Germany, Austria and Switzerland. In general, there is a large volunteer
community in Arusha with volunteers from all over the world.

As a volunteer / intern , you pay a one-off registration fee of 150€, which
includes project mediation , preparation , airport pick -up, orientation and
pro-
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ject support on the first day. After that, the weekly fee is 110€ for accommodation in our volunteer house , meals from Monday to Friday and
sup- port from our team here in Arusha . For a 4-week stay, for example ,
you would pay 150€ registration fee and 110€ program fee (total: 590€).

Volunteers in the field of medicine pay an additional fee of $150 / month
and animal welfare volunteers are asked to pay a minimum mandatory
donation of $100 and an additional $25/ week from week 5 onwards.

In addition, there are costs for flights, visa (currently $ 50, see below) as
well as health insurance and travel vaccinations if necessary. It is always
difficult for us to give a guideline value for pocket money on site, as this of
course depends heavily on personal consumption behavior, but you can get
an approximate consumption of € 35-50 per week for bus journeys (approx.
20 cents per one way), weekend meals (from € 1 in the restaurant) and
everyday items. If you want to go on a safari or other tour, you should plan
this in addition.
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Visa requirements in Tanzania are quite complex and can change more often.
Our volunteers are currently traveling on a regular visa for “humanitarian
and charity activities ”. This costs US $ 50 ($100 for US citizens ) and can
either be applied for in advance as an e-visa or upon arrival at the airport
or at a land border. If there are any changes in the visa regulations during
the preparation period , we will of course keep our volunteers up to date.
After the initial three months the visa can be renewed one time for another
three months at a cost of $250. You need an international passport that
should be valid for at least 6 months after your stay.

No, we have no fixed start dates or weekdays on which you have to arrive
or depart. You are therefore very flexible in planning your stay. We organize your day of orientation and the first day in the project according to
your arrival. Please note that if you arrive from Saturday noon to Sunday,
your introduction will only take place on the following Monday.
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Ideally, you should book your flight to Kilimanjaro International Airport
(JRO). We can pick you up there at any time of the day or night. You can
also land at Arusha Airport, but since this is only a small national airport,
flights there are usually more expensive.

As we have limited space available in our volunteer house and in the projects,
we recommend that you register at least 3 months in advance. This also
gives you enough time to prepare for your stay in peace. Short-term registrations are of course also possible upon request and subject to availability.

The minimum stay is 2 weeks. Visa requirements allow volunteers to stay in
Tanzania for a maximum of 6 months (26 weeks).
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If you have chosen the STEP Africa volunteer program, the first way is to
contact Kira personally via mail and to request your registration form. You
then fill out this registration form, send it back to us and after checking your
registration, you will usually receive your official registration confirmation
from us within two working days at the latest. As soon as you have paid us
your registration fee, the registration will also be confirmed from your side.
We will then give you access to our online volunteer area, where you can
download our detailed volunteer guidebook to prepare for your
assignment.
At this time we will also reserve a bed for you in our volunteer house and
start looking for a project together. In addition to your registration, we also
need an English-language CV with a photo of you as a PDF document.
We also need a police clearance certificate from all volunteers. Minor
volunteers should also send us a written consent form from their parents /
guardians.
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Yes, of course! We always try to respond to the wishes of our volunteers
when looking for a project. If there are no more volunteer positions in the
desired project for the intended period of use, we will continue to search
until both the volunteer and the project are happy with the assignment.

Many of our volunteers split their time between two projects in order to get
a taste of different fields of work. For a project combination, you should be
in Tanzania for at least one month, so that you can take enough time for
both projects. We do not charge any additional fees for project combinations.

Not all projects have fixed working hours for volunteers. You can therefore
often consider whether you want to work part-time (approx. 4-5 hours a
day) or full-time (7-8 hours a day). Universities generally require full-time
employment for internships, so ideally inform yourself beforehand about
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possible requirements. At the beginning of your assignment, your
working hours will be determined in consultation with your project.

The weekends are free in most projects and work on these days is not mandatory. So there is plenty of time for things to do. You are also welcome to
take trips of several days if you coordinate this with your project in advance.
In general, you should interrupt your work as little as possible and plan
longer trips before or after the end of your project.

Some travel vaccinations such as typhoid, menigitis, yellow fever and hepatitis A and B, in addition to the basic vaccinations, are recommended for a
stay in Tanzania. A yellow fever vaccination is mandatory if you want to
visit the island of Zanzibar or travel to Tanzania via neighboring countries
such as Kenya. Only recognized yellow fever vaccination centers can carry
out the vaccination in Germany.

Malaria prophylaxis can also make sense under certain circumstances. But
keep in mind that even the best chemoprophylaxis can never offer 100%
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protection. The most important thing is effective protection against mosquitoes! After registering with STEP Africa, one of your first steps should be to
go to an experienced tropical doctor who can advise you individually on your
travel situation and health history.

The situation in Tanzania and Arusha in particular is very stable politically.
Certainly in this age you can no longer be 100% safe from e.g. anywhere in
the world. a terrorist attack (see events in Europe), but the situation in
Arusha is also very relaxed when it comes to religious conflicts. In Arusha,
Christians and Muslims live peacefully alongside and with each other and
conflicts of any kind are extremely rare.

In addition, the crime rate is significantly lower than, for example, in a
comparable South African city. During the day you can move around freely
without any problems. Pickpocketing occurs in crowded places such as the
market, more often, although you can also prevent them if you take good
care of your things. After dark, you should not necessarily move on foot.
The streets are poorly lit and unfortunately raids are encouraged. However,
as a European you don't have to worry about living in Arusha. All of our
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projects are easy to achieve and would not be selected by us if the
way there was not safe. We also give our new volunteers a detailed

introduction on the orientation day, which also includes the topic of safety.
Our main argument is usually the fact that we ourselves live with our families
in Arusha and would not do it if we didn't feel absolutely safe!

Yes! Motivation, creativity and the willingness to engage in a completely new
culture and way of life are much more important than a certain qualification.
Volunteers are not professionally qualified development workers, but "normal people" who support their project and want to learn a lot from the people in Tanzania.

All of our projects include volunteers as additional helpers, so no volunteer
can replace a local worker. Volunteering should be understood as much more
than just active support on the ground. As a volunteer, you have the unique
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opportunity to see how aid work “works” in a developing country in order to
get a more differentiated and, above all, realistic picture. Volunteering
means seeing, learning and understanding with your own eyes and
actively participating in an intercultural exchange.
As a former volunteer, you also act as an ambassador and can report on
“your” project in your family and friends. This can even result in a long-term
partnership and support for the project long after you return home.

Of course, that depends heavily on your final project. We have created profiles for each of our projects, which we always keep up to date. Here you
already get a certain idea of what to expect during your stay there.

In this way, you can deal with your tasks in advance and, with our help, you
may even develop concrete ideas. Even if you want to bring something to
your project, e.g. a donation in kind, such as used children's clothing or
books, we will be happy to give you tips and ideas, so that in the end you
actually bring something that is useful for your project. But it is also very
important that you are spontaneous and that some things just come
to you!
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Tanzania is one of the most beautiful travel destinations in Africa. There are
many wonderful places to discover in your free time. In and around Arusha
there are numerous hotels with swimming pools that can be used for a small
fee, yoga classes, small cafes and restaurants, museums, snake parks,
lodges and hiking groups. You can also explore Arusha's diverse markets,
such as the fabric market or second-hand market, as well as immerse yourself in the music and dance scene in various bars in the evening.

We organize tours to the hot springs, waterfalls, coffee tours and a
Maasai village.

The absolute highlight is of course a safari. STEP Africa organizes tours
to all northern national parks and of different lengths. The safari participants are made up of our volunteers and sometimes their friends and
family members. By traveling in a group, the costs are kept as low as possible. In addition, we usually have several safari groups per month, so there
is something for everyone!
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We have two permanent contacts who are
always there for you on site! This is our volunteer supervisor Upendo and our manager
Kira. Upendo grew up in Tanzania, is an absolute insider and is fluent in English and
Swahili. She helps you to find your way
around in everyday life and in your project.
Before your trip, you will be in contact with
Kira via email / WhatsApp. As head, she is
also responsible for online communication,
preparation and all organizational "behind
the scenes". However, she is also available as a contact person for our volunteers on site. Kira is German and was also a volunteer in Arusha when
she first visited Tanzania in 2008.
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info@step-africa.de
Upendo Lema (+255 762 722 384)
Kira Uher (+255 759 664 569)
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